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Affordable stress-testing and
systematic risk analysis with
RISKPLUS

Understanding downside risk is a critical part of due diligence. Even in low-volatility, growth
environments, investors still want to know how their portfolios would perform under a variety
of conditions, from historical events to long-tail scenarios. RiskPlus uses an innovative,
multi-factor regression model that makes systematic risk assessment possible for a fraction
of the cost of position-based tools. RiskPlus uses the performance data already in eVestment,
or you can aggregate data from your managers. With RiskPlus you can:
Stress-test your portfolio with a
robust library of factor models –
and customize your own

Analyze market and
factor sensitivity

Stress Test Snapshot

Identify strategies that are risk
contributors and diversifiers
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USE RISKPLUS TO
Stress test your portfolio

Use out-of-the-box market stresses, or create your
own to conduct simulations and see how your portfolio
would perform under various conditions – whether
actual historical events or hypothetical scenarios.

Monitor key risk-return metrics

Get immediate line-of-sight into essential metrics,
from Skewness, Kurtosis and Sharpe Ratio to Stable
Tail-Adjusted Return, R-Ratio and Volatility.

Identify portfolio sensitivity to top factors

Choose the factors that are most important to you
and get a dashboard view of how sensitive your
portfolio is to each.

Analyze risk composition

Identify strategies that are diversifying your portfolio
risk and that are contributing to it.

Generate automated reports

Inform your board or other stakeholders about your
systematic approach to risk assessment.

Request a tour of RiskPlus:
solutions@evestment.com

The power of

RISKPLUS
Technical Brief
eVestment RiskPlus is a returns-based risk analytics solution, providing a comprehensive breakdown of your portfolio’s risk
and return components. RiskPlus allows investors to use custom factor models, risk budgeting and user-defined stress
tests to analyze risk and report results to their stakeholders.

Capabilities
Stress Testing
Choose from 11 pre-defined stress tests or customize
your own to assess the impact to your portfolio
against historically documented financial crises
and fluctuations in the market. View the 10 worst
performing managers per historical scenario based on
percentage loss of initial strategy value.

Custom Factor Models
Choose from over 170 factors to create custom factor
models for multi-dimensional insight into the sources
of risk in your portfolio.

The power of

RISKPLUS

Portfolio Risk Analysis
Gain a comprehensive and summarized view of your
portfolio risk, including its VaR, Expected Tail Loss and
Expected Tail Return statistics, risk versus return and
downside versus upside potential.

Monthly Portfolio Risk Budgeting
Identify the biggest contributors of portfolio risk and
risk diversifiers by comparing returns that strategies
should be earning based on their risk profile versus
actual returns to maximize portfolio performance.

Stress Factor Values
View the factor analysis table to tie factor exposure to
the effect on the portfolio during the stress period and
identify any factors that had significant returns.

The power of

RISKPLUS

Factor Contribution and Exposure
Gain insight into the breakdown of risk by its
systematic and specific components and view strategy
exposure to each factor in the model used for the
stress test. See the sensitivity of each strategy, and
the total portfolio, to the factors in the model to explain
strategy behavior under each scenario.

The power of

RISKPLUS

Factor Analysis
Use the factor analysis data table and correlation matrix
to explain the variance of each strategy in your portfolio.

Returns & Correlation
Choose Classical or EWMA methods of calculating mean returns and correlations to accurately capture the dependency
relationships between the returns of your strategies.

To request a tour of RiskPlus, contact solutions@evestment.com.

